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1. Introduction 

Horse logging is the forestry work to carry out the wood from forestland by traction of horse. It 

has been used in Japan for a long time, and it decreased from the middle of the Showa era. 

However, at present hand, horse logging is revitalized. 

 Existing reports provide comparison on transportation efficiency with specific comparison of 

transportation on distance between horse logging work and when machine applies. It is also 

reported that impact on the soil compaction by horse logging was significantly lower than by 

machine work. However, there is still a necessity to provide more information of working 

efficiency and the costs of working horse management. In this research, it studied the 

environmental conditions and economical conditions of horse logging, and aims at considering the 

possibility of using horse logging. 

 

2. Study area & Methods 

 In Ishinomaki City, Miyagi Pref., ”NPO Riasu-no-Mori (following Riasu-no-Mori)” horse 

logging has started recently. In Tono City, Iwate Pref., Tono Horse Logging Association works 

for populalization of horse logging. 

(1) Working effiency 

 In horse logging in March(A), 2013 and November(B), 2013 in Ishinomaki,  

measurement of terrain of the carry-out path, the weight of the logs, carry-out time and traction of 

the horse were conducted. 

(2) Cost of horse management 

 Key information’s were obtained through interview about the cost of horse feed, labor costs, 

horseshoes and medical consultation fees in Ishinomaki and Tono. 

  

3. Results & Discussion 

(1) Economical condition 

Table1 presents the data for the case study in Ishinomaki and Tachikawa(2011). The values 

represent the relations between distance L and productivity; !t/{(1 ⁄ f + 1 ⁄ g)L + (b + d +
α)}×h![m^3/day](21,600second are substitution for working hours), and it see applied for each 

formula. From each formula the average formula was calculate; P = ├!{12744/(6.62L + 298) +
18576/(4.76L + 525) + 19224/(3.86L + 2586) + 23695/(2.88L + 1469)┤!!}/4[�/� ]!. In the case 
of Tono and Ishinomaki the annual cost of working horse management are shown in Table2. In the 

case of Ishinomaki, the value is a conversion of 150 working days in Tono. The average value of 



 

annual cost 5,951,000 yen is converted into the standard costs. 

 

(2) Environmental conditions 

From the case A and B, the value of traction called 384.0kgf and 440kgf was obtained respectively. 

These were converted into the log weight of 597.7 kg and 627.4 kg. The maximum slope of the 

path was 14.7 degrees (A) and 22.3 degrees (B), and the minimum width of the path was 1.2m and 

0.94m, respectively. Since the maximum load of the small vehicle in 15 degrees of slope is 600 kg, 

it can be assumed that more wood can be carried out by horse logging. Moreover, the results 

showed that the presence of forest roads are not necessary.  

 

4 Conclusion 

From environmental point of 

view (forest reserve and 

nature park) and present 

slope area (inclination 

considered horse logging is 

effective in forestry planning 

in Ishinomaki City former 

Kitakami Town. Furthermore, 

path distance of carrying-out distance to through a wood was found to be productive.� for every 

distance as 100m, 350m, and 750m, and it asked for whether the work for what day is possible 

from the relation with a thinner timber product (working days).In addition, according to the 

above-mentioned distance, carrying-out expense was investigate.�(table3).As shown in a table, it 

is estimated that the work for about 7,000 days would exists in a woodland, caking-out expense 

would be quite high(compare to:wood chip material price 4,300 yen/m3).Therefore, with the 

present condition, it is hard to say that horse logging is economical. However, carry-out work 

done by horse logging, has added value since there are few damages to a woodland and it enable 

work which cannot be done by a machine operation, when there is no path. For example, carrying 

method costs in 84,400 yen(real average value)/tree when machine operation is required, in order 

to establish a required path through a road, horse logging could have advantage and performed 

economically. Moreover, since the wood was expensive, profit may be still gained. Furthermore, 

Horse logging may be used, when providing the system of a subsidy and paying greater 

importance to environment than to profitability was horse logging would have low-environment 

damage to the forest. The difference on price could be the added value. 
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